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Digital Service in a Digital Age
The National Domestic Violence Hotline strives to meet the needs of 
clients (victims, friends and family members) in whatever medium 

they have available and in ways that are most comfortable for them. 
For many, this means digital services: chatting online, texting, and 
utilizing social media. These platforms can offer an “in” for people 
on the periphery, and offer another option for service for those who 

may not want to or be able to call on the phone.

Our blog and social media function as powerful tools for education 
that foster dialogue and healthy introspection. Each post allows 
users to validate and empower each other, as well as normalize 
their difficult experiences or understand their own actions.

For example, this post on digital abuse and stalking  
sparked new understanding among some young users about 
unhealthy behaviors: 

40.4k total followers
A 34% increase for the 
hotline and a 30% increase 
for loveisrespect in 2013.

25.9k total followers 
More than 10.5k gained  
in 2013.

Social Media Engagement

“Whoa I just realized this. The tables turned. I need to chill.”

“I admit to doing this once... Not something I’m proud of. 
I guess it didn’t occur to me.”

This image was posted on our Tumblr as part of 
Avon Foundation’s #SeeTheSigns campaign

Utilizing social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Tumblr and 
Instagram allow us to reach out to new audiences and engage with already dedicated 

supporters. Each of these robust channels creates a community that integrates survivors, 
people seeking help, fellow organizations, and the general public.

Multi-faceted management: Advocate involvement in social 
media moderation and content development is essential.  
We’ve paired our Communications Department with our 
advocates on the lines to ensure the best service and response 
to anyone seeking help. Likewise, advocate stories consistently 
inform new blog content, in a feedback loop that allows for 
constant evolution.
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Campaigns

In 2014, we introduced a new 
texting campaign in the state 
of Texas to reach a broader 
audience—parents and teachers. 
This new educational tool will be 
utilized for long-term engagement.

Parents can text “parentinfo”  
to 22522 and teachers can text 

“teacherinfo” to 22522 to be 
directed to information specific  
to them regarding teens and 
healthy relationships.

Anyone can also text “updateme” 
to 22522 to sign up for a  
monthly newsletter.

Chat & Text Messaging
We currently utilize Liveperson for the first ever 24/7 live  
chat/text support service—it enables advocates to receive live 
chats and text messages in the same console and send back 
advice securely and in real-time.

Thanks to Mary Kay’s lead sponsorship of the text for help 
service, in its first quarter, there was a nearly 70% increase in 
contacts reaching out for help.

In October 2013 we launched live chat services for the 
hotline, after the demonstrated success of live chat with 
loveisrespect sponsored by Verizon.

Live chat and text offers users the same one-on-one, 
confidential conversations with a trained advocate as they 
would receive via phone call. Additionally, these platforms 
allow for not only support but tangible information—
advocates can refer chatters or texters to certain resources 
on our websites by quickly sending them a link.

Chat and text often makes users feel safer and less judged, 
and therefore open to sharing more information about 
sensitive subjects. For example, compared to phones, clients 
on chat are twice as likely to reveal that they have a disability, 
and 3 times more likely to disclose sexual abuse.
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More and more people are turning to online and digital 
resources for information on domestic abuse than ever 
before. According to Google Analytics, we’ve received 

over 2.1 million visits on our websites in 2013.

Our web content becomes a 
tool for advocacy, education 
and support: advocates at both 
loveisrespect and the hotline 
have extensive knowledge of 
the websites’ useful topics 
ranging from verbal abuse to 
tips for healthy dating.

Links to various blog posts 
as well as static content are 
regularly given out on texts 
and chats so the client can 
explore a topic deeper and 
refer back to it later (we utilize 
bit.ly to track engagement 
with these links).

We consistently check in with 
staff about trends they may 
notice in their conversations 
in order to generate ideas 
for future blog posts that are 

relevant to our clients.
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Not Your Average Call Center:
Data Acquisition and Analysis at  

the National Domestic Violence Hotline

The National Domestic Violence Hotline is far more than just a call center. It is a hub of data 
collection and complex resource referral for each interaction an advocate has with a caller, 

chatter, or texter (i.e., user). Our comprehensive database serves two key functions:

The first part of the database is used to collect 
general demographic information about each 
user. This includes age, gender, race, city, state, 
and how they heard about our services. 

*Although we collect basic information, none of it is used to identify 
the caller. Our services are completely confidential, with the 
exception of circumstances that require us to act on our role as 
mandatory reporters of child and elder abuse.

Based on the type of user we have on the line (e.g., victim/survivor, concerned family member or 
friend, abusive partner, service provider), additional information about the person’s situation is 
collected for later analysis. This additional information includes:

Type of abuse a victim/survivor is experiencing: 

Barriers* that may prevent clients from 
accessing local domestic violence resources  
or legal services: 

*These barriers are defined and approved by an external  
advisory board of experts.

Additional factors that increase the complexity  
of their situation:

1. Intake Under 17
7%

18-24
19%

46-54
13%

25-35
31%

36-45
22%

55+
7%

User Age

White
52%

Other
10%

Latino/a
18%

Black
20%

User Race/Ethnicity

age
disability
gender
immigration status
language
mental health

lack of ID
children
pets
sexual identity
services at capacity
lack of transportation

partner in law 
enforcement
child abuse
deaf
human trafficking 
immigration status
legal issues

military involvement
pet abuse
reproductive coercion
rural residence
LGBTQ identity
technology safety
children

emotional
physical

sexual
economic

advocate response time
chatter satisfaction
website pageviews

level of crisis
mobile device usage

Digital service performance: 

This publication was made possible by Grant Number 90EV0407-04-00 from the Administration on Children, Youth and Families, Family and Youth Services Bureau, U.S. Department of Health 

and Human Services. Its contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
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•  Influencing state and national policy

•  Establishing and corroborating state-, county-, city-specific needs

•  Improving level of service for marginalized populations

•  Identifying trends in client experiences to incorporate into training

•  Quantifying outcomes for clients

•  Enhancing wellness and emotional well-being of advocates

•  Increasing employee performance

Long-term Vision for Data Usage

The wealth of data we have access to has many potential 
applications nationwide, including the following:

Focus Surveys

We also periodically partner with various entities to highlight 
special issues and inform public policy. Each survey is 

administered for approximately 4-6 weeks and consists of 5-10 
questions asked at the end of calls or chats. For example:

•  45-65% of victims revealed their abusive partners used  
 mental health issues to control them (e.g., making them feel  
 crazy, preventing them from seeking help for depression).

•  1/4 of victims had been forced to use drugs or alcohol  
 by their abusive partners.

•  1/4 of victims had been pressured or forced to become  
 pregnant so they would not leave their abusive partners.

Emotional/Verbal
degradation, threats, insults, 
humiliation, isolation, etc.

Physical
hitting, biting, choking, etc.

Sexual
rape, exploitation, coercion, etc.

Types of Abuse
The second part of the database is our regularly updated referrals list.  
With access to information about over 4,000 local service providers 
and more than 800 national resources, it is the largest and most 
comprehensive database in the country.

In addition to storing this comprehensive list, the database also allows 
us to track the demand for different kinds of services (e.g., shelter, 
individual counseling, support groups, basic needs, legal representation, 
VAWA assistance, child care assistance, emergency transportation, and 
transitional housing).

2. Referrals
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Live Chat Services for Help

Through calls on the hotline we perceived that teens wanted (and needed) a 
place to talk to peers about their experiences of dating abuse in a format they 
were comfortable with. So together with Liz Clairbone, Inc., the hotline launched 
loveisrespect and its live chat services, for young people to access information  
and get help in an environment specifically for them.

Our loveisrespect advocates started noticing older chatters with more difficult/
complex situations seeking help. It became evident that the same people who 
wanted help over the phone from the hotline also wanted to access services through 
the internet. Chat technology was piloted for the hotline for a six-week period. 
Visitors to the hotline website who spent 30 seconds on key pages were offered an 
invitation to chat online with an advocate.

The success of the pilot program and loveisrespect chat, as well as the logical 
need to expand venues for adults seeking help led to the launch of live chat for the 
hotline, sponsored by Verizon. As demographics continue to shift, with older users 
becoming more comfortable with technology use, the hotline launched online chat. 
In the first quarter alone, advocates answered 1,250 hotline chats, and that average 
number of daily contacts continues to grow rapidly.

The Chat Process

Chats come in through a simple “Chat Now” link on 
thehotline.org. Chatters are asked to answer a few basic 
demographic questions, and then they are put in a queue to 
speak with an advocate. While waiting, they are automatically 
directed to a waiting room with information about domestic 
violence, safety planning, and legal help. Once their live chat 
begins, advocates assess, focus on the user’s needs, explore 
options/resources, and help them develop a plan of action. 
At the conclusion of the chat, both the advocate and the user 
receive exit surveys, which are used for program evaluation.

The History of Chat

You are now chatting with Hotline Advocate 7

Hotline Advocate 7: Welcome to the  
National Domestic Violence Hotline.  

How can I help you today?

Chatter: i’m in an abusive relationship  
and i just can’t take it anymore, but my  
spouse is threatening to take the kids if  
i leave. i don’t know what to do...

Hotline Advocate 7: I’m glad you’re  
reaching out for help. We can definitely  

talk about your options.
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Why Chat is Essential

Chat empowers - Victims can access services on their own 
terms. Those who aren’t safe to call or feel uncomfortable can 
have this other option.

Chat extends our reach and connects our network - Victims, 
survivors, friends and family heavily use our website and social 
media, and now can get real-time help online as well.

Chat connects our network - Our advocates can quickly link a 
chatter to relevant content or blog posts from our website.

Chat lowers the barrier to our services - People can periodically 
check in with an advocate through chat since it’s quicker and 
more casual than a phone call.

On average, loveisrespect advocates answer 3,289 of the 
4,210 chats received per month.

Since launching in October, hotline chat advocates 
answered 1,250 chats in the first quarter and the average 

number of daily contacts continues to grow rapidly.

Confidentiality 
& Privacy

Our chat is an anonymous, 
confidential service (i.e.,  
one-time contact between a 
user and advocate in which no 
identifying information is verified). 
The user is made aware of this at 
the beginning of every interaction. 
For more detailed information 
about our privacy policy please 
visit: thehotline.org/privacy-policy/

2013 Chat Stats
What does chat look like at the hotline and loveisrespect?

94%
Chatter Satisfaction 

86%
DV knowledge increased

78%
Referral Received

Questions We Ask 

Pre-Chat Survey Questions:

What screen name would you  
like to use?

Are you in crisis right now?

What is your age?

What is your gender?

What is your race/ethnicity?

How did you hear about us?

Post-Chat Survey Questions:

Did your knowledge about abusive 
relationships increase as a result of 

contacting us?

Did you receive a referral in your 
local community?

Were you satisfied with the overall 
services provided through chat?

total chats answered

40,723 / 52,354
total chats received

22% unanswered
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A Growing Need for Resources
In 2013, we received 

over 325,000 calls, chats and texts.

In 2013, there were 636,404 visits to thehotline.org

and 1,514,820 visits to loveisrespect.org

264,415 calls receivedVisits to Our Websites

55,610 chats received

11,053 texts received

20% digital contacts, 80% phone

200,258 answered

43,728 answered

10,058 answered

Expansion of Chat Services

Since launching live chat for the hotline:

In the first quarter alone, advocates answered 1,250 hotline chats,  
and that average number of daily contacts continues to grow rapidly.

Current hours: Hotline Advocates are available to chat Monday to Friday 
9AM–7PM CST and loveisrespect advocates are available 24/7.

There is a need to expand these hours to be available to offer help to 
people nationwide, earlier and later on either coast.

• 

• 

•

77,484 contacts went unanswered in 2013 due to a lack of resources.

With more and more people utilizing our services each year, our primary focus  
continues to be increasing our capacity to answer more calls, chats and texts.  

We need the ability to hire and train more advocates for our digital services and call centers.



   

Click to Call Services

A more thorough communication experience with 
a user seeking help would be realized through 

“click to call” services—ex. the ability to seamlessly 
transfer a chat conversation to a phone call, and 
vice versa, without disconnecting or switching to  

a different advocate.

Victim Services Through Video

The potential to offer victim services to  
remote/rural areas, or video services for victims 

pre- and post-court dates to debrief.

Advanced Digital Coordination with Local Agencies

Many users who utilize digital services routinely 
state that they would like to continue or engage in 
services with local programs through chat or SMS. 

If the option isn’t there, the result is people not 
engaging at all with their local program. 

More coordination with local programs would mean:

(1) Creating a way to hand off digital contacts 
to them—to be able to inform programs of the 
situation the client is in when chatting. 

(2) Being able to send the program’s hyperlinked 
phone number to the user via chat so they can 
launch a call right from their smart phone. 

(3) Having local programs invest in creating more 
content on their websites to help us digitally engage 
the user with the program.

Vision for Expansion
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Additional Need for Safety & Security Planning

Safety and security is always our top priority.  
We safety plan with all callers, chatters and 
texters—it’s an integral part of each point of 
communication, whether we’re talking to victims, 
survivors, friends or family members—anyone  
who is concerned about their own safety or the 
safety of another.

We safety plan over the phone, chat and text  
but lack the technology to truly take safety 
planning “digital”.

Our hope is to create a multi-platform, online 
Safety Planning tool, combining our advocate 
expertise with the needs of the user into a digital 
document that the victim can use to navigate 
through their abusive situation.

A tool like this would allow a user to enter their 
own pertinent info and choose to share it with an 
advocate to explain where they are in the process.

The tool would also be a digital space for the  
victim and advocate to together collect relevant  
info for both leaving and healing (by aggregating 
and saving useful articles, blog posts, local shelter 
links and more).

How to Meet Growing User Needs


